Road Closures

**Clark Street road bridge closures (fall 2019 – winter 2020)**

Removal and construction of the new bridge requires that Clark Street be closed from the south edge of southbound I-75 West Fisher Service Drive south to the northern boundary of northbound I-75 West Fisher Service Drive.

Work on Clark Street will begin in fall 2019 and is anticipated to last until winter 2020. BNA will remove and rebuild the crossing bridge at Clark Street. Nearby bridges at Green Street, Waterman Street, Dragoon Street (one-way, northbound), Junction Street and West Grand Boulevard will remain open during this phase. No construction will occur along the shoulders of I-75 in the vicinity of Clark Street.

**Detours**

**Clark Street road bridge detours**

Drivers that used the Clark Street bridge to cross I-75 will now be directed to use the Junction Street bridge (west of Clark Street) or the West Grand Boulevard bridge (east of Clark Street) as alternatives to cross in either direction.

**Construction Activities**

**Clark Street construction activities**

Work on Clark Street will start in fall 2019 and end in winter 2020. Nearby bridges at Green Street, Waterman Street, Dragoon Street (one-way, northbound), Junction Street and West Grand Boulevard will remain open during this phase. No construction will occur along the shoulders of I-75 in the vicinity of Clark Street.